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Abstract
Nowadays, eHealth interoperability is developing towards a high efficiency and quality of healthcare
services. There has been an increasing interest in eHealth interoperability of Personal Health Devices
(PHDs) scenarios. Standardized PHDs include IEEE 11073 (X73) Devices and Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) Devices, which do not have direct access to the Internet, resulting in a non-standard scenario for
chronic illness doctors to remotely monitor patient’s device status or measurement data our-of-hospital.
This has partially been solved by PCHA-Continua’s architecture, which introduces a Personal Health
Gateway (PHG) between PHDs and backend eHealth services. However, in order to operate a remote
eHealth service over a long period, the device status of PHDs and PHGs need to be monitored and managed
remotely. The device management of PHDs and PHG has not yet been covered by Continua, as well as by
other eHealth interoperability protocols that we reviewed. Based on our research, we select OMA-LwM2M
v1.0 Device Management protocol for this within Continua’s architecture. In this project we propose a
solution for introducing LwM2M into Continua architecture for the purpose of the device management of
PHDs and PHG. We design a framework within Continua’ architecture, based on both business context and
technical context. Object analysis and design are done to support our framework. A system prototype is
provided to validate our framework. Our result shows that in Continua’s architecture, integrating the
LwM2M Client into PHG is a valid approach.

Key words: eHealth, Continua, LwM2M, PHD (Personal Health Device), PHG (Personal Health
Gateway), Framework, Object.
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1 Introduction
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in eHealth interoperability of Personal Health Devices
(PHDs) use cases [1] [2]. This chapter firstly presents the background of this Master Thesis, and then
explains what a Personal Health Device is, as well as the challenges posed when managing such devices in
an eHealth context where interoperability is needed. As a solution of the eHealth interoperability for remote
Device Management (DM) of PHDs, a proposal of using a Personal Health Gateway (PHG) and a device
management protocol is worked out. Finally, the motivation of doing this Master Thesis is stated, followed
by the thesis layout.

Background
Nowadays, eHealth interoperability is developing towards a high efficiency and quality of healthcare
services. A wide variety of solutions have been proposed by different organizations, such as PCHA [3],
IEEE, Bluetooth SIG, HL7 [4], and many other leading healthcare companies and universities, with
different characteristics for diverse eHealth use cases, e.g. PHD use cases [1].
Some of these solutions have already adopted a path to PHD interoperability, while others are on their way
to enable that potential [1]. PCHA-Continua has worked to select connectivity protocols and developed
guidelines that cover global industry standards to ensure end-to-end, plug-and-play interoperability of
PHDs for the seamless and secure collection, transmission and storage of personal measurement data [5].
Continua is a founding member of the Personal Connected Health Alliance (PCHA), an international
nonprofit organization to represent the consumer voice in personal connected health. Because the PHDs
and backend systems did not have a common data format, it was difficult for them to exchange information
in meaningful way [6]. PCHA-Continua protocol aligns with several healthcare protocols and involved
organizations, such as IEEE11073 [7], Bluetooth SIG [8], HL7 [4], etc. Continua’s vision is to establish an
ecosystem of interoperable personal telehealth systems [5]. The Continua end-to-end reference high level
architecture is shown as Figure 1.
However, there is no standardized solutions for the Device Management of PHDs yet that can be used as is
in the PCHA-Continua architecture. Device Management includes setting initial configuration information
in devices, subsequent updates of persistent information in devices ("settings"), retrieval of management
information from devices and processing events and alarms generated by devices [9].

Figure 1 Continua end-to-end Reference High-level Architecture [5]
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Koninklijke Philips N.V., a global market leader in healthcare solutions, is one of the leading healthcare
organizations driving innovation in eHealth ecosystems that allow eHealth solutions to be interoperable
when health sensor devices are linking into a network [10]. Such eHealth interoperability can be applied in
many scenarios, e.g. uploading to and retrieving health measurement data from an eHealth service and
remote device management.
This Master Thesis focuses on an interoperable solution for the remote device management of PHGs and
PHDs. The research is carried out at Philips Research, contributing to a Philips project “Interoperability for
Personal Connected Health Solutions (CoHeSion)”, which contributes to generic and standardized solutions
that connect PHDs to backend services (e.g. health & fitness service, hospital service) in the context of the
Continua. Continua defines an end-to-end framework for connected healthcare that enable interoperability
between devices and services from different vendors – based on (formal and industry) standards from other
standards developing bodies.

Personal Health Device
Recently, a growing number of connected PHDs is appearing on the market, such as health & fitness
watches, blood pressure monitors, activity trackers, weighing scales and so forth. PHD (Personal Health
Device) refers to a health device which can be used by chronic patients for measurement out-of-hospital [7]
or by users tracking their health because they want to improve their health in some aspect (weight, activity
level, etc.). Besides collecting measurement data, the PHDs typically transfer these measurements to a
Personal Health Gateway (a mobile phone application or a hub connected to the Internet in a user’s home,
e.g. Qualcomm’s 2Net Hub [11]). In the Continua E2E architecture there are two types of PHDs, classified
on the protocol used to upload measurement data:
Bluetooth LE devices: A Personal Health Device in terms of a medical sensor (e.g. blood pressure
monitor) which can connect to other device using Bluetooth Low Energy (also known as Bluetooth
Smart) [12]. Figure 2 shows the examples of Philips Bluetooth LE PHDs Device.
X73 Devices: These devices use the IEEE 11073 (X73) protocol to upload their measurements to
a PHG. This application level protocol runs over USB, NFC, ZigBee or Bluetooth BR/EDR (also
known as Bluetooth classic) [12].

Figure 2 Examples of Philips Personal Health Devices [13]

1.2.1 PHD challenge 1: Interoperable Device Management
For an eHealth service it is not sufficient that the measurement data from PHDs is standardized and is
transferred using standard protocols. In order to operate an eHealth service over a longer period, the status
of the PHDs and PHGs needs to be monitored and the eHealth service should be able to make changes to
the configurations of the PHGs and PHDs. Also these operations are executed using a standard that can
work for PHDs and PHGs from different vendors.
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This elicits a requirement of device management of PHDs, e.g. monitoring device status, firmware update,
low battery observation, etc., which guarantees the quality of PHDs daily operations like the collection of
measurement data.
Several PHDs and PHGs typically support some types of device management via proprietary protocols and
that some device status information is covered in the protocols used for measurement uploads. For example,
there are relevant definitions of device information data from Bluetooth SIG DIS (Device Information
Service) and BAS (Battery Service) and the MDS (Medical Device System) object from ISO/IEEE 11073.
However, there is no standardized solutions for the Device Management of PHDs yet that can be used as is
in the PCHA-Continua architecture.

1.2.2 PHD challenge 2: PHD Network connectivity limitation
Today's PHDs do not have direct access to the Internet. They use a link layer protocol such as Bluetooth,
ZigBee or USB, with a limited area (limited by radio range or cable length). A doctor/general practitioner
will not have direct access to the measurements of the PHDs. This results in an impossible mission for
chronic illness doctors if they want to remotely monitor their chronic patients’ device status or measurement
data out-of-hospital. Thus, there is a significant eHealth interoperability challenge between PHDs and
backend healthcare service.
This challenge can be solved by PCHA-Continua’s architecture (see Figure 1), which introduces a PHG
between PHDs and eHealth services. The PHGs, act as the intermediate systems, can make this possible:
PHGs collect the data and upload them to health & fitness services on the Internet. Here they can be made
accessible for the doctor as needed.

Personal Health Gateway
As mentioned in section 1.2, the PHDs have very limited capability in terms of networking connectivity,
such as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), ZigBee protocol, Local Area Network (LAN), Personal Area
Network (PAN), etc., which means the PHDs cannot directly connect to larger networks like Wide Area
Network (WAN), or the Internet. Also several other factors like the chosen communication protocols,
limited computational power, limited memory, and power resources [14] prevent PHDs from direct
connection to Internet. This is a significant eHealth interoperability challenge between PHDs and backend
service.
Therefore, an intermediate device, namely Personal Health Gateway (PHG), a network node equipped for
interfacing with another network that uses different communication protocols, is proposed as the solution
for enabling eHealth interoperability for the remote device management between PHDs and backend
service over the Internet.
The goal of the PHG includes:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Measurement data upload to services in the Internet (already covered by Continua)
Bridge Internet with PHDs supported networks,
support the device management of PHDs,
Solve the heterogeneity between different networks and protocols [14],
Data filtering and aggregation.

A Personal Health Gateway could be a Smartphone, PC, or a specific Gateway product e.g. Cisco Life
Gateway [15].

1.3.1 PHG challenge: Interoperable Device Management
As a crucial component in EHealth interoperability, similar to PHDs, it also requires PHGs to serve in longterm, or even permanent. This elicits a requirement of Device Management (DM) of PHGs, e.g. firmware
update, which guarantees the quality of PHGs daily operations.
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Recently, most of PHGs support device management, e.g. firmware update. There have been several
standardized solutions/protocols for the Device Management of PHGs. However, it remains unclear on
which solution/protocol to choose so that is suitable for the DM of both PHG and PHDs.

Motivation
Although multiple efforts have been attempted to facilitate the eHealth interoperability between PHDs and
backend services, it is still a problem on how to deal with the aforementioned challenges, and how to deploy
a PHG on a standardized way that connect the PHDs to the backend servers in the scenario of device
management of PHDs.
This Master Thesis provides a design of a PHG solution in the context of Continua’s architecture, in the
scenario of Device management of PHDs, in order to foster eHealth interoperability between PHDs and
backend services. Specifically, The PHD challenge 2 can be addressed by using Continua’s architecture,
where a PHG is deployed for communication between PHDs and backend service. For PHD challenge 1
and PHG’s challenge, we can introduce a standard device management solution into Continua’s architecture.
Various standardized device management solutions from different contexts / industries need to be studied
and a choice need to be made to adapt a standard device management solution to make it suitable for use
in the Continua architecture by making the PHG into a proxy for managing the PHDs.

Thesis layout
This thesis is organized as follow: Chapter 2 describes the problem, research goal and research questions.
Chapter 3 presents main concepts and analysis of literature review. Chapter 4 presents the conceptual design
of PHG. Chapter 5 introduce the object analysis and design, which is the core of this research. Chapter 6
describes the detailed design from different perspectives. Chapter 7 introduce the designed PHG prototype
implementation in Android mobile. Chapter 8 conducts several validations and results. Chapter 9 concludes
the thesis and lays out the future work.
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2 Problem Description
The importance of eHealth interoperability is growing as the development of PHDs is booming. However,
the PHDs have challenges on accessing to backend service and device management. There is a significant
eHealth interoperability challenge between PHDs and backend service. A PHG, a network node equipped
for interfacing with another network that uses different communication protocols, is proposed as the
solution for fostering eHealth interoperability between PHDs and backend service in the scenario of device
management.
However, it remains unclear on how to handle with the aforementioned challenges, and how to deploy a
PHG connecting the PHDs to the backend servers in the scenario of device management of PHDs. A
solution needs to be found for design and deployment of PHG.
The following sections formulates the research goal and research questions.

Research goal
Our research goal is to design a solution for device management of PHGs (a software application in Smart
phone or tablet PC) and PHDs by backend services, in order to foster the interoperability between PHDs,
PHGs and backend servers.
The delivered PHG solution should be developed within healthcare ICT interoperability standards/protocols
and device management standards/protocols. The solution should cover a generic way for a Health &
Fitness service to manage PHGs and PHDs connected to the PHGs, including deployment of PHG at a
patient’s home. The delivered solution is generic in the sense that it is independent from the actual
information system environment and the PHDs that are involved.

Research question
This research is carried out around a central research question:
How can we develop a gateway application to connect the PHDs with backend servers in a standardized
way, in order to support management of the PHG and the connected PHDs by a remote backend service in
an interoperable manner that could be adopted in Continua’s architecture?
The research question is supported by the questions list below:
RQ1: Which eHealth interoperability protocols are currently applicable and what are their
characteristics?
RQ2: Which device management solutions are currently available and what are their characteristics?
RQ3: How can the selected device management solution be combined to the selected eHealth
interoperability protocols within a framework?
RQ4: What are the main components of PHG framework?
RQ5: How does PHG framework map with the designed to-be business process?

2.2.1 Research scope
In order to increase the relevance and feasibility of this research, this project is subject to a predefined set
of constraints and assumptions. These form the scope of this research.


This research focuses on the architectural and technical area, meaning that this research has a
limited focus on other areas, for example laws and data science.
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This research focus on developing a generic framework which is independent from the actual
information system environment and the PHDs that are involved.
The delivered prototype is considered to be valid when a delimited scenario is covered.

2.2.2 Main objectives
Ob1: An overview and analysis of existing relevant solutions, standards and protocols.
Ob2: A framework design for interoperable device management of PHG and PHDs by remote backend
servers.
Ob3: A prototype implementation for framework validation.
Ob4: A guideline or roadmap in terms of a standardized way for the development of this device
management framework.
To achieve these objectives, a design science approach/ methodology is followed, which is presented in
the next section.

Research methodology
The research methodology follows the Information System Research Framework (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 Information Systems Research Framework [16]

The framework consists of three components that interact with each other: knowledge base, environment,
and IS research.
A literature review will be carried out in the knowledge base part in order to collect applicable knowledge.
The Ob1 in section 2.2.2 can be addressed in this phase. Specifically, the state-of-art eHealth
interoperability solutions, device management solutions and their validation criterion will be investigated
and reviewed by a systematical literature study, the related work and research gap will be analyzed.
Meanwhile, in the environment part, the requirements will be identified. The outcomes gained in the
environment part will be the business context for achieving Ob 2 mentioned in section 2.2.2. Specifically,
the stakeholders (people, organization and devices) will be firstly identified. Then the to-be business
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process will be modeled based on a set of specific device management scenarios or use cases, as well as
protocol documentations, in order to deeply investigate and understand the main business processes the
artifact shall support. To achieve some activities or use cases in business process, the functional and nonfunctional requirements will be elicited. Interviews with stakeholders are foreseen mainly within relevant
Philips business and probably with key figures from relevant project members.
In the IS research part, based on the input of knowledge base and environment, a PHG framework will be
proposed within the given business environment. The designed framework will be implemented not only
as an app, but an app acting as a gateway and a prototype management service running on a server.
Validation will be conducted to test the framework. The Ob 3 and 4 in section 2.2.2 can be addressed in
this phase.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have defined the research goal and research question. Our research will be carried out
according to our research methodology. Our work starts with a literature review, which is presented in the
next section.
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3 Literature study
According to our research methodology mentioned in section 2.3, a literature review is conducted to build
the knowledge base for our research. This chapter presents the major concepts, followed by the overview
of eHealth interoperability protocols, and the overview and selection of device management solutions.
Finally, some related works are introduced at the end of this chapter.

EHealth interoperability
EHealth (also written e-Health) is a relatively recent term for healthcare practice which is supported by
electronic processes and communication [17]. EHealth communication systems are required to work in
many scenarios with a broad range of different consumers, devices and providers [18]. One of the
challenges to the development of effective eHealth communication is interoperability. Interoperability,
syntactic interoperability, and semantic interoperability are defined as follows:
Interoperability: Interoperability is a characteristic of a product or system, whose interfaces are
completely understood, to work with other products or systems, present or future, in either
implementation or access, without any restrictions [19].
Syntactic Interoperability: is the ability that two or more systems are capable of communicating
and exchanging data, through functionality, defined message structure, and communication
protocols [20].
Semantic Interoperability: is the ability for information shared by systems to be understood at the
level of formally defined domain concepts so that the information is computer processable by the
receiving systems [17]. The content of the information exchange requests are unambiguously
defined: what is sent is the same as what is understood.
Interoperability is important in eHealth since the standard based interoperability reduces system integration
costs and increases quality via certification programs for the involved standards. There are several
applications that benefit from eHealth interoperability, e.g. Electronic Health Record Systems (EHRs) [21].
However, since healthcare is a complex system consisting of people, processes, languages and architectures,
eHealth interoperability “goes beyond technical issues [22]”.
A straightforward tactic for interoperability issue is standardization [23]. Efforts to develop common
eHealth standards and protocols are underway [22].

EHealth interoperability solutions
The eHealth interoperability is essential for sharing patient health information between PHDs and backend
service. In recent years, significant efforts have emerged to facilitate eHealth interoperability in several
scenarios. For example, openEHR [24], CEN/TC 251 [25] and EN13606 [26] contribute to the Electronic
Health Record (EHR) systems interoperability.

3.2.1 Review of eHealth interoperability solutions
A number of eHealth interoperability solutions exist, serving different purposes and applications. In this
section, we review existing interoperability standards that are widely adopted.
3.2.1.1 HL7- FHIR
HL7 (Health Level Seven) is a non-profit organization that empowers global health data interoperability by
developing standards and enabling their adoption and implementation [4]. It provides a framework and
related standards for the exchange, integration, sharing, and retrieval of electronic health information for
clinical and administrative purpose [27]. Since HL7 aligns with a broad collection of other standards, e.g.
SNOMED CT [28], the HL7 standards are available for almost all information exchange scenarios in the
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healthcare domain. In the year 2014 HL7 started to develop FHIR which is a new standard that keep the
advantage of HL7v3 with an ease of implementation [29].
3.2.1.2 IHE
IHE (Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise) is an initiative by healthcare professionals and industry to
improve the way computer systems in healthcare share information [30]. IHE promotes the coordinated use
of established standards, for example HL7, to address specific clinical needs in support of optimal patient
care. Systems developed in accordance with IHE communicate with one another better, are easier to
implement, and enable care providers to use information more effectively. IHE improves healthcare by
providing specifications, tools and services for interoperability.
3.2.1.3 ISO/IEEE11073 PHD
ISO/IEEE 11073 Personal Health Device Communication Protocols [31] are a group of standard bodies
specifically addressing the interoperability of PHDs such as weighing scales, blood pressure monitors,
blood glucose monitors and so forth. It emphasizes on devices for personal use (rather than hospital use).
The overview of IEEE 11073 is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 IEEE 11073 Personal Health Device Standards Overview [32]

Specifically, the IEEE 11073-20601 standard provides a generic framework (base data & exchange protocol)
for semantic interoperability. As shown in Figure 47 (in Appendix A.3 ISO/IEEE11073), Standard 20601
defines the roles of Agent (a program controlling a sensor device) and Manager (a program installed in a
compute platform, which typically is a PC, smart phone, tablet or headless gateway) and the interactions
and configurations between these two.
Meanwhile, standards 10073 - 104xx define device specializations, for example IEEE Standard 1107310404 - Device specialization - Pulse Oximeter. The specializations place define instantiations of the
generic -20601 objects and place restrictions on the objects/attributes of -20601.
3.2.1.4

Bluetooth SIG – BR/ EDR HDP & BLE Services and Profiles

The Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) released the Health Device Profile (HDP) [8], which
standardizes the way PHDs communicate using Bluetooth BR/EDR (also known as Classic Bluetooth)
technology. To enable the data to be based on international standards, HDP relies upon ISO/IEEE 1107320601 and ISO/IEEE 11073-104xx as external specifications to define the specific descriptions for each
data type [8]. Although HDP is designed to support the use of other data exchange protocols, IEEE 1107320601 is the only data exchange protocol planned for use with HDP [8]. Example devices include pulse
oximeters, weight scales, thermometers, etc., that are also known as X73 Devices mentioned in section 1.2.
Similarly, Bluetooth low energy (Bluetooth LE, BLE, marketed as Bluetooth Smart) is a wireless personal
area network technology designed and marketed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group aimed at novel
applications in the healthcare, fitness, home entertainment industries, etc. [33] Compared to Classic
Bluetooth, Bluetooth Smart is intended to provide considerably reduced power consumption and cost while
maintaining a similar communication range [33]. In healthcare domain, Bluetooth SIG defines Services and
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Profiles on top of BLE that can be used by PHDs, including thermometers, blood pressure, etc. Notably,
these PHDs do not align with IEEE11073-20601 protocols, meaning these BLE PHDs are not x73 Devices
as mentioned in section 1.2.
3.2.1.5 PCHA-Continua
Continua is a founding member of the Personal Connected Health Alliance (PCHA), an international
nonprofit organization to represent the consumer voice in personal connected health. Because the PHDs
and backend systems did not have a common data format, it was difficult for them to exchange information
in meaningful way [6]. To address the issue of interoperability, Continua has worked to select connectivity
protocols and developed guidelines that cover global industry standards to ensure end-to-end, plug-andplay interoperability of PHDs for the seamless and secure collection, transmission and storage of personal
health data [5]. The Continua end-to-end reference high level architecture is shown in Figure 1. Continua’s
vision is to establish an eco-system of interoperable personal telehealth systems [5].
The Continua organization currently works with 13 international standard bodies that developed the
standards it selected for personal connected PHDs and systems. Continua publishes its guidelines within
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [5] [32]. The Continua’s guidelines make use of the
ISO/IEEE 11073 (see section 3.2.1.3) protocols and specify the data formats used over the various network
types (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB and ZigBee etc.) between medical devices. These communication
technologies ensures a secure, private common shared basis of personal health information. Figure 5 shows
the Continua protocol stack, as well as the relationship among IEEE 11073, BLE and Bluetooth.
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Figure 5 Continua protocol stack [34]
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3.2.2 Protocol overview
In this section, the aforementioned eHealth interoperability solutions are mapped into an overview matrix
(see Table 1). The eHealth interoperability solutions are overviewed and evaluated by six criterion, on
different aspects. The criterion are selected referencing on evaluation and selection framework for
interoperability standards [35]. Specifically, the criterion cover the scope and domain of the standard,
technical considerations, maturity and diffusion. As a result, the protocols overlap in functionality and are
used on different interfaces in the architecture. Legends are presented as below:
 : denotes that this protocol can be mapped to this criterion.
No: denotes that this protocol cannot be mapped to this criterion.
Blank: refers to a lack of evidence for this standard to map into this criterion.
The eHealth interoperability solutions are overviewed based on the following criterion:











Application scenario: refers to the applicable scenarios that supported by this protocol. The
Application scenario reflects the scope of application where this protocol supports.
Industry and community support: refers to this protocol is initiated and developing by multiple
industry organizations. This is an important criterion showing whether this protocol could be
continuously developed and used into practice, with an industry and community support
background.
Implementation example: refers to the free support channels available to everyone via the open
source communities within this protocol. This is an important criterion that shows whether this
protocol has been successfully implemented or deployed in practice.
Align with other eHealth standard bodies: refers to this protocol supports the use of other
eHealth standard bodies or protocols. This is an important criterion that reflects whether this
protocol is interoperable with other eHealth standards.
Align with other technical standard bodies: refers to this protocol supports the use of other
technical standard bodies or protocols. This is an important criterion that indicates whether this
protocol is interoperable with other technical standard bodies/protocols in the context of eHealth.
Device management solution: refers to whether this protocol provides the device management
related solutions. This is an important criterion that indicates whether this protocol can be directly
used for the purpose of device management in our project.

Table 1 Overview of eHealth interoperability solutions

Reference

Application
scenario

Industry and
community
support
Implementation
examples
Align with other
eHealth standard
bodies
Align with other
technical
standard bodies

HL7- FHIR

IHE

[29]
exchange,
integration,
sharing, and
retrieval of
electronic
health
information

[30]





[31] [32]

Bluetooth SIG –
BR/ EDR HDP
[8]
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Health Device
(PHD) interop
erability with
Bluetooth
Version 4.0+
technology

PCHA – Continua
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Bluetooth
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Device
management
solutions

HL7- FHIR

IHE

No

No

ISO/IEEE11073

Bluetooth SIG –
BR/ EDR HDP

Bluetooth SIG
– BLE

PCHA – Continua

No

No

No

No

3.2.3 Protocol overview result
According to the protocol overview shown in Table 1, it is obvious that ISO/IEEE11073, Bluetooth SIGHDP and PCHA-Continua are related to the scenario of PHD interoperability. Bluetooth SIG-HDP relies
upon ISO/IEEE 11073-20601 and ISO/IEEE 11073-104xx as external specifications [8].
IEEE 11073-20601 is the core protocol in terms of Device Management for both Bluetooth SIG-HDP and
Continua x73 Devices. While BLE has its own device information profiles, which are not aligned with
IEEE 11073-20601.
Compared to ISO/IEEE11073 and Bluetooth SIG-HDP, PCHA-Continua has a significant advantage in
terms of the reference E2E architecture, which concerns eHealth interoperability across organizational and
social contexts. ISO/IEEE 11073, Bluetooth SIG and BLE are subsets of the Continua’s E2E architecture.
Also, PCHA-Continua has an advantage on the alignment with multiple network interfaces, such as
Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc.
Although some protocols, for example Bluetooth SIG HDP and ISO/IEEE11073 MDS, support some types
of device management that some device status information is covered during uploading the measurement
data. However, for device management, none of the five protocols provides a specification or solution.
To introduce the device management solution into Continua protocol, a device management solution
overview and selection is followed, which is presented in section 3.3.

3.2.4 Related works
According to the results of literature research, it can be found that ISO/IEEE 11073 can be successfully
adopted by many scholars for specific use cases. Paper [37] develops a middleware and an electronic
healthcare records system by combining IEEE 11073 with ISO/EN130606. Paper [38] focuses on
improving the compliance of elderly people in case of disease in their own home environment by using the
remote patient monitoring devices and IEEE 11073 Standards to ensure the interoperability. These
successful stories confirm that IEEE11073 is an effective solution for achieving interoperability and
standardization of observational data exchanged by such devices; however, it has two sides. Paper [6]
claimed that achieving their goals was not an easy task and required big effort. Specifically, the attributes
and objects used for data transmission and the profiles by communication interfaces are based on different
standards in different healthcare devices, while the functions of plug-and-play, interoperability, and
connectivity need to be developed in this context. Martinez et al [39] mentioned that the most significant
drawbacks and challenges during IEEE 11073 Standards implementation are its inherent complexity, and
the time needed by software engineers to learn it. Inappropriate implementation of standards can cause rework. Besides, IEEE11073 does not support/ include the protocols related to device management, which
means IEEE11073 cannot be directly employed for device management in our work. Thus, the complexity
of the protocol and layered structure, and the lack of device management support in commonly used
platforms are of great challenges.
From the literatures we found that PCHA-Continua Design Guideline can also be successfully adopted by
scholars and projects for specific use cases. For example, paper [6] proposes a framework for a real-time
and Continua-based Care Guideline Recommendation System which utilizes mobile device platforms to
provide care-givers of chronic patients with real-time care guideline recommendations. The Hydra project
[40] demonstrates a single system for telehealth and telecare using IEEE11073 health devices and following
the Continua’s guideline.
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However, our investigations reveal that the Continua guideline is not able to support device management,
and literature survey revealed no project work aims at introducing device management protocols into
Continua. Thus, the literature study demonstrates that the Continua guideline cannot be directly used for
device management in our research. A combination of domain-neutral device management
technology/solution and PCHA-Continua standard/protocol can be considered as a potential solution tactic
for enabling PHDs interoperability within the scenario of device management.

Device management solutions
Device management (DM) refers to the management of the device configuration and other managed
objects of devices from the point of view of the various management authorities [9]. Device management
includes (1) setting initial configuration information in devices, (2) subsequent updates of persistent
information in devices, (3) retrieval of management information from devices, and (4) processing events
and alarms generated by devices [9]. These use cases are fully or semi-automated according to the welldefined business process activities and workflow steps carried out by the business process roles such as
Service Technician, Patients, and PHDs. The operations of Device management includes [41]:
1. Configuration management: includes the configuration of the devices components
a. Remote management parameters: server URL management, etc.
b. System parameters: data processing
c. Application-specific parameters: user preference parameters
2. Performance management: related to the
a. Evaluation of device performance metrics
b. Operation diagnosis: capturing communication delay
c. Computing component control: memory & storage usage, low battery, etc.
3. Software management: includes installation of missing software pieces, plug-ins, firmware
upgrade, software modules update, etc.

3.3.1 Review of Device Management solutions
In this section, a number of standard device management solutions are reviewed and compared in order to
select a suitable solution for our research.
3.3.1.1 OMA DM
In regard of remote device management, Mutafungwa [42] proposed that under the Continua Health
Reference Architecture, OMA DM is one of the potential solutions for device management of PHDs. OMA
DM communication protocol was initially proposed by OMA (Open Mobile Alliance) in June 2008 as an
international standard for the remote management of mobile devices. With OMA DM, the server can
implement firmware update, parameter configuration, data collection, troubleshooting, and parameters
collection on terminal mobile devices. OMA DM is widely adopted for managing mobile devices and
applications. However, attempts to apply the OMA DM protocol to manage Personal Health Devices have
been rare [43].
OMA device management allows personal health service to have remote management access to personal
health sensor devices/gateways into patient’s field (homes and operational state), enabling actions and
functionalities, such as, remote parameter configuration, device fault management, service (de)activation
and software/firmware upgrades.
An OMA DM system consists of clients (DM agents) and servers (DM managers). A DM agent, installed
in a mobile device, executes device management operations issued by a DM manager. The sequence of the
original OMA DM communication protocol is shown in Figure 49 (see Appendix B.1 OMA DM). The
sequence of the protocol consists of a setup phase and a management phase. In the setup phase,
authentication and device (agent) information are exchanged between a DM agent and a DM manager. In
the management phase, management commands and their status reports are exchanged [43].
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OMA DM protocol is independent from the bearer network, so that the protocol can be used in a variety of
networks, including mobile cellular network, Bluetooth, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, etc., crossing 2G, 3G
and WiMAX technology. OMA DM is still being developing (current version is 2.0), and extending its
device management protocols to the wearable device domain.
3.3.1.2 OMA LwM2M
Lightweight M2M (Machine-to-Machine) is the other device management protocol provided by OMA,
aiming at implementing the interface between recourse constrained, M2M or IoT (Internet of Things)
device and M2M Server [44]. It provides a choice for the M2M Service Provider to deploy a M2M system
to provide the M2M client with service [44]. The protocol defines efficient client-server interface based on
open Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standards, and moreover provides extensible Object and
Resource model and interfaces for application semantics [44]. The architecture of LwM2M is shown as
Figure 6. There are two main components: LwM2M server and LwM2M client. The LwM2M client are
usually deployed in M2M devices. The LwM2M enabler use a light and compact protocol as well as an
efficient resource data model, frequently in CoAP (Constraint Application Protocol) over UDP, in order to
provide device management functionality in a constrained environment.
OMA LwM2M is a fairly new device management solution which was first published in July 2013.
However, it attracts eye balls in the Internet of Things industry, where several relevant open source projects
are bursting out and extending to meet the requirements of most any application [45]. For example, the
OMA officially provides the development toolkit, web documentation, service/client emulator, as well as
OMNA Object & Resource registry service where developers can build their object & resource specifically
as their device need.

Figure 6 Architecture of LwM2M [46]

3.3.1.3 TR069
For residential customer premises equipment (CPE) device management, TR-069 (Technical Report 069),
published by the Broadband Forum and entitled CPE WAN Management Protocol (CWMP), is a technical
specification that defines an application layer protocol for remote management of end-user devices [47].
TR-069 defines a generic framework (see Figure 50 in Appendix B.2 TR-069) to establish connection
between the CPEs and the automatic configuration server (ACS) to provide configuration of the CPE. The
fundamental functionalities of TR069 are: auto-configuration of CPEs, software/firmware management and
upgrade, performance monitoring, self-diagnostics, dynamic service provisioning.
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Although TR-069 was originally created to manage the digital subscriber line (DSL) gateway device, it has
been adopted by many other types of devices and technologies. However, the TR-069 protocol is not
designed for large population of connected devices or resource constrained environments.
3.3.1.4 ETSi oneM2M
OneM2M is a project of ETSi (European Telecommunications Standards Institute), a non-profit
organization. OneM2M was launched in 2012 as a global initiative to develop the most efficient deployment
of M2M communication systems and the IoT, aiming at developing global technical specification for a
common M2M Service Layer that can be embedded within various hardware and software to connect the
wide range of device worldwide with M2M application servers [48]. OneM2M is designed for manty
diverse business domains, including healthcare, smart homes, industry automation etc. Figure 7 shows the
oneM2M’s ongoing collaborations and reuse of other standards. As a global technical specification,
oneM2M aligns with several IoT protocols such as OMA DM, OMA LwM2M, MQTT, etc.

Figure 7 oneM2M ongoing collaborations and reuse of other standards [49]

3.3.2 Protocol overview
In this section, the aforementioned device management solutions are mapped into the overview matrix (see
Table 2). The device management solutions are overviewed and evaluated by ten important criterion, on
different aspects. The criterion are selected referencing on evaluation and selection framework for
interoperability standards [35]. Specifically, the criterion cover the scope and domain of the standard,
information and semantics, architectural considerations, technical considerations, maturity and diffusion.
Legends are presented as below:
 : denotes that this protocol can be mapped to this criterion.
No: denotes that this protocol cannot be mapped to this criterion.
Blank: refers to a lack of evidence for this standard to map into this criterion.
The device management solutions are overviewed based on the following ten criterion:







Application scenario: refers to the applicable scenarios that supported by this solution. The
Application scenario is an important criterion that reflects the scope of application where this
solution supports.
Year initiated: refers to the time when this solution was initiated. This is an important criterion
that shows whether this solution is up-to-date or is mature.
Network protocol: indicates this solution is deployed over which network protocol. This is an
important criterion that indicates whether this solution is easy to deploy in terms of network
connectivity.
Data packet: refers to the format of data packet of this solution.
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Object structure: refers to structure how this solution defines or presents its objects and resources.
This is an important criterion that indicates whether the object is flexible and easily extendable.
Security: refers to the security method of this solution. This is an important criterion that indicates
whether this protocol has an effective security method that only authorized services can manage
the devices.
Advantage: indicates the advantages of deploying this solution.
Disadvantage: indicates the disadvantages of deploying this solution.
Open source development tool: refers to the example of open source projects of this solution.
This is an important criterion that shows whether this solution has industry support, proven by
available implementations.
Complexity of deployment: refers to the difficulty and complexity of deploying this solution.
This is an important criterion for our project that predicts the necessary effort it requires to deploy
this solution. The level of complexity will be presented in stars, with maximum of five stars. The
complexity level is evaluated based on the complexity of architecture and the support of open
source project and development tool.
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Table 2 Overview of device management solutions
TR-069 (also known as CWMP)

OMA DM V1.x

Application
scenario

Auto-configuration for CPEs (Customer
Premises Equipment): home network
devices and terminals (e.g. DVB IPTV settop box)

Mobile phone oriented devices

Year initiated

May 2004

2008

Network
protocol

TCP / HTTP

Data packet

OMA DM V2.x

OMA LwM2M V1.0

ETSi oneM2M V1.0

IoT/M2M devices

IoT/M2M devices

3Q 2013

July 2013

January 2015

TCP / HTTP

TCP / HTTP

UDP / COAP

HTTP / COAP / MQTT

SOAP (HTTP + XML)

SyncML (based on XML)

WBXML (based on binary XML) /
JSON

XML / JSON

XML / JSON

Object
structure

XML

XML

DM tree

XML / JSON

XML / JSON

Security

SSL / TLS

HMAC HD5

Three DTLS security modes [50]
Light weight; design for resourceconstrained devices; suitable for
whole M2M industry [50]; open
source toolkits support; object
extension support (OMNA).

System / platform level
planning [51]

Advantage

Auto-configuration service; especially
suitable for connected home.

Specification approved

Disadvantage

Protocols aren’t designed for resourceconstrained
environments; bandwidth and
speed are sufficient; high risk of security on
deployment [52] e.g. router hacking.

Only can be used by mobile network operators [53]; low security.

Relatively new, maybe too light
weight?

New; High complexity; heavy
weight

Open source
development
tool

EasyCwmp - client;
Genieacs - server (ACS);
open-tr069; etc.

Funambol; Koneki.

Not available [6]

Wakaama (C library); LeShan
(Java library); etc.

OM2M (Java)

Complexity of
deployment

★★★

★★★

★★★

★★★

★★★★

Arbitrary object tree
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3.3.3 Protocol selection
According to the eHealth interoperability protocol overview in section 3.2.3, the PCHA-Continua is the
protocol which is going to be employed in our project. ISO/IEEE 11073, Bluetooth SIG and BLE are
part of the PCHA-Continua E2E architecture, meaning the selected device management solution should
be aligned with these protocols (ISO/IEEE 11073, Bluetooth SIG and BLE).
Thus, Device Management solutions should be selected based on PCHA-Continua’s high-level
requirements. From Continua’s Requirements UC 11-05 #01, a number of technical and non-technical
requirements were listed (see Appendix F: Continua requirements on the selection of device
management protocol) as the reference of selecting a device management protocol. By merging the
requirements that were similar there are five main functional requirements that are crucial for the
selection of device management protocol. All of the five requirements are of high priority. Addressing
these requirements becomes the main criterion of device management protocol selection:






CR1: Suitable for management of Continua compliant PHGs and connected PHDs
CR2: Reuse Continua nomenclature and features as much as possible in the management
protocol
CR3: Secure, only authorized services can manage PHGs / PHDs.
CR4: Fit in the PCHA-Continua architecture and context
CR5: Industry support, proven by available implementations

Legends are presented as below:
 : denotes that this requirement can be mapped to this criterion.
No: denotes that this protocol cannot be mapped to this criterion.
Blank: refers to a lack of evidence for this standard to map into this criterion.
Table 3 Device management protocol selection

CR1

TR-069 (also
known as CWMP)

OMA DM V1.x

OMA DM V2.x

OMA LwM2M V1.0

ETSi oneM2M V1.0

No

























CR2
CR3

No

CR4

No

CR5



No

No

From overview result shown in Table 2 and the selection result shown in Table 3, both of the four
candidate solutions show high potential in terms of device management. TR069 is fairly old and not
suitable for Continua’s wireless scenarios and resource constrained environment, which makes it
relatively limited in application scope. ETSi oneM2M v1.0 shows a wider application scope, but the
developing of oneM2M requires the greatest effort due to its high complexity.
OMA DM v2.x solution has a significant advantage in terms of the resource data model and security
approach compared with OMA DM v1.x. However, OMA DM v2.x does not have any adoptable open
source project support, meaning a less advantage for development and deployment. For the similar
device management functionalities, OMA LwM2M provides a light-weight protocol, a wider application
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scope, as well as a number of adoptable open source development toolkits implemented in different
languages, which makes LwM2M protocol a most suitable and feasible solution for our project.
Thus, in our research, the OMA LwM2M is selected as the solution of device management of PHDs and
PHG.

Related works
As aforementioned, the combination of PCHA-Continua and LwM2M is selected as the most suitable
solution for eHealth interoperability in the scenario of Device Management of PHD.
A literature study is conducted to pursue the related research on the combination of Continua and
LwM2M. However, excluding the literatures introducing the concept, there is no paper that could be
retrieved in terms of system framework or architecture. Thus, deploying LwM2M within Continua
architecture is still a research gap.
As related literatures, Park et al. [54] combined IEEE11073 with OMA DM, and proposed a PHD
management gateway framework. The proposed PHD management gateway consists of a PHD gateway
module and a DM gateway module (see Figure 8), meaning the ISO/IEEE11073 messages and OMA
DM messages are separately processed.
Park et al. provided us a very good framework prototype of a gateway combining ISO/IEEE11073 and
OMA DM. However, as a limitation, it is not within the Continua’s architecture and not following
Continua’s guideline or protocols, which in consequence that their framework is less extensible for
subsequence services, for example the HIS (Healthcare Information Systems) services, due to the lack
of standardized and unified protocols. According to their framework, the DM agent is deployed in PHDs.
It is not always applicable for some PHDs who have a fairly small memory. Moreover, their framework
doesn’t work with BLE devices.

Figure 8 Structure of the PHD management gateway [55]

Conclusion
In this section we have reviewed eHealth interoperability protocols and device management solution,
and then we select LwM2M as the device management solution that will be introduced to Continua
protocol for the device management of PHDs and PHG. According to the literature study, we have
known that there is no related work integrating Continua and LwM2M. So we need to propose a novel
solution and design our own framework to introduce LwM2M to Continua’s architecture. Since we aim
to propose an integral solution, our solution will start with high-level designs and definitions, including
stakeholder identification, to-be business process design, requirement elicitation, and then system
conceptual design. These will be presented sequentially by next chapter.
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4 Conceptual design
This chapter presents the conceptual design of PHG within the context of Continua architecture. Since
we aim to propose an integral solution, our design starts from stakeholder identification, followed by
modeling the to-be business process for PHG deployment, based on the main findings collected from
protocol documentations and stakeholders. Then, the requirements are elicited for framework design
and prototype implementation. Lastly, the conceptual framework is presented as the result of conceptual
design.

Stakeholders
According to [17], various categories of players are directly or indirectly involved when driving towards
eHealth interoperability, including healthcare companies, healthcare providers, IT and administrative
staff. Their needs have to be taken into account.
In this project, a number of stakeholders are identified based on the Continua’s use cases and user stories.
Each of these stakeholders have their functional (and non-functional) requirements. The stakeholders
can be grouped in three segments. On top are the business stakeholders, including patients and Health
& fitness service. Second are the Devices and applications, including PHD, PHG application, and device
management backend service. These actors make use of the core functionality of the device management
system. The third is the development and support organization. The service technical support develops
and maintains Personal Health gateway application and device management backend server.

4.1.1 Business stakeholders
Patients
Patients are non-professional end-users of health gateway application, Personal Health Devices and
Health & fitness services. Patients use the Health & fitness service to manage their Personal Health
Devices.
Health & fitness service
Health & fitness service is provided by professional organizations, like hospitals, interact with the
Device management backend service for the patients who use health & fitness service. The Health &
fitness service is interested in the measurement data coming out of patients’ Personal Health Devices,
and the device management of patients’ Personal Health Devices. Health & fitness service is the first
point of contact for patients in case they have issues with their Personal Health Device.

4.1.2 Devices and applications
Personal Health Device (PHD)
Personal Health Devices are physical devices which have firmware that acts as a client towards the
health gateway application. They are produced in large numbers, and mostly resource constrained,
which means they are limited on computation and storage. They collects patients ’measurement data
and requires firmware update, meaning they cannot operate stand-alone or without user involvement.
Personal Health Gateway (PHG)
PHG includes a PHG device and a PHG application.
PHG devices are physical devices that run the Health gateway application. The gateway device could
be a mobile phone/PC/tablet computer/DevelCo Multi Gateway [56]/ Cisco Life Gateway [15], etc.
Health gateway devices require firmware update, and they can operate stand-alone and without user
involvement.
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A PHG application is a software entity that are installed on Health gateway devices, for linking the
Personal Health Devices to the Device management backend service. Health gateway application is
typically installed from an application store, or embedded in Health gateway devices. Health gateway
application often requires explicit user identification, and provides graphical user interface (GUI) of
Personal Health Device related information. It provides the core functionalities of device management
client.
Device management backend service
Device management backend service basically consists of device management server and database. It
provides the core functionalities of device management server, like firmware provisioning and firmware
update, and stores the objects of connected Personal Health Devices and health gateway applications. It
provides interfaces for Health & fitness service to monitor the status of patients’ Personal Health Device.

4.1.3 Development and support organization
Service technical support
Service technical support is a group of technical staff that develop, deploy and maintain the health
gateway application and device management backend service. Service technical support is the first point
of contact for patients in case they have issues with their Health gateway application or device
management backend service.

To-be business process
The business process model presents the typical business processes of device management among the
stakeholders. This section presents a to-be business process model based on the LwM2M
documentations, Continua documentations, Continua use cases and stakeholders. The models includes
main process model and sub process models.

4.2.1 Main process

Figure 9 main process model

As shown in Figure 9, The main process has three sub processes including PHG prevonfiguration, PHG
service provisioning, and Device management operating. This is built according to LwM2M protocol
specialization. The three subprocesses will be discussed seperately in the following sections.

4.2.2 Sub process: Personal Health Gateway (PHG) pre-configuration

Figure 10 Sub process: Personal Health Gateway pre-configuration
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The pre-configuration sub process is shown in Figure 10. The pre-configuration aims to make the PHG
device and PHG application unique and known/registered by backend service. The Service technical
support firstly generate a unique ID (service code) for PHG application, and save this ID into backend
service database.
If the PHG has an embedded camera (e.g. a mobile phone), the Service technical support then could
generate a QR code (for example) which contains the information of the PHG unique ID and backend
server’s URL (service code). Notably, the QR code scenario is not a standardized way of preconfiguration. Here we use QR code as an example of an alternative method that could be used in the
mobile phone/tablet PHG scenario. After that the QR code is saved in backend service and delivered to
customer.
If the PHG does not have a camera for scanning (e.g. DevelCo Multi Gateway), as a standardized way
of pre-configuration, the Service technical support shall maintain the service code in both PHG device
and backend service, after which deliver the PHG device to patient’s home. In this case, the PHG device
is already paired with backend service, meaning a plug-and-play manner in patient’s home.
After pre-configuration, the backend service has already known/registered a unique service code for
PHG which would initially connect to it in the future.
Notably, according to the rule of ePHI (Electronic Protected Health Information) under the US HIPAA
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), the backend service requires the "individually
identifiable" data including 18 types of identifiers for a patient, like name, address, etc. However, these
health information identifiers are not recommended to be stored in PHG which is a kind of removable
media with a high security risk (lost or data stolen), except for the PHG has a strong data protection (e.g.
using necessary encryption) and the patient’s authorization [57].

4.2.3 Sub process: PHG provisioning
The PHG provisioning sub process aims to bootstrap the PHG for the initialization with the backend
service. As shown in Figure 11, the process starts from getting the PHG ID, which could be a QR service
code with an installed PHG application, or a pre-configured PHG device. The patient or Health & fitness
service can start pairing the PHD immediately or later. Once a PHD starts pairing, the PHG can scan
and identify the nearby PHD.
The PHG then activates the internet connection and tries to connect to the backend service. In the case
that the PHG has a camera, the PHG scans, decodes and identifies the QR code, after which the backend
server activates the service and confirms registration of the connected PHG. In the case of preconfigured PHG device (without camera), the PHG connects to backend server, after which the backend
server directly confirms activation of this connected PHG. Until now, the PHG has been paired with
backend server.
Once a PHD is discovered and identified by PHG, the backend service confirms the discovered PHD
through PHG. Then backend service request and register the PHD’s objects and resources, and send
available configuration information to PHG application. At this moment, the PHD has been paired with
PHG and backend service.
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Figure 11 Sub process: PHG provisioning

Figure 12 Sub process: device management operations
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4.2.4 Sub process: device management operations
Once PHG provisioning finishes, the backend service monitors and manages PHD device through PHG.
As shown in Figure 12, three typical use cases are modeled in the process: low battery notification,
firmware update, and malfunction.
For the low battery notification use case, the Health & fitness service monitors the backend application
and observes patient’s device has a low battery level, the Health & fitness service then notifies the
patient about low battery via phone call or gateway alert.
For the firmware update use case, once the backend service releases a new firmware package, the PHG
downloads and saves the new firmware package, automatically or manually, after which the PHG
initialized firmware update for PHD, such as connection check, battery level check, firmware package
transmission to PHD etc. Lastly the PHD activates the received firmware package.
For PHD malfunctions, Health & fitness observes malfunction (e.g. measurement data error) through
backend application, after which the malfunction is reported to the Service technical support. Then
Service technical support issues a solution (e.g. a reboot command) in the backend service for this
problem. The solution is then transmitted to PHD through PHG, and activated in the PHD.

Requirements
Identifying requirements is the most important step to outline the expected functionality and quality
from the system. In this project, two techniques of requirement elicitation are used, including document
analysis and meeting discussion, in order to extract input information from stakeholders,
documentations, and other relevant project. For the documentation analysis, Continua documents, BLE
documents, IEEE11073 MDS documents and LwM2M documents were investigated. Meanwhile, the
requirements shall align with the context of the defined stakeholders and to-be business processes stated
in the previous sections.
A number of requirements from both business and technology were elicited (see Appendix C: List of
requirements for prototype implementation). These requirements do not come directly from Continua
high-level requirements (in Appendix F: Continua requirements on the selection of device management
protocol), but are a specific set of requirements elicited from Continua use cases and Continua
specialization, for designing the framework and implementing the system prototype in a limited
scenarios. So in terms of the scope, this set of requirements is a subset of the integral system
requirements. More requirements would be added in the future work, for example the security
requirements, performance requirements, etc. By merging the requirements that are similar, there are
two main functional requirements that are important for the design of the whole system. Meeting these
requirements becomes the main priority for the design:
FR1: Multiple PHDs and PHG should be observed and registered by backend server by UUID.
Each PHD or PHG should have unique and uniform resource identifier for backend server to observe
and register them preciously. This also allows backend server to only register the PHD or PHG devices
which are within the personal health service, rather than registering any device in the field. According
to LwM2M protocol [44], UUID format is recommended for the client identifier to guarantee uniqueness.
UUID Uniform Resource Name refers to identifying a device using a Universally Unique Identifier
(UUID), which specifies a valid, hex digit character string, in the format of uri:uuid:########-########-############ [44].
FR2: Backend server shall monitor/observe every status and result of the activities of both PHG and
PHD.
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Backend server is designed to act as the “headquarter” of the connected PHDs and PHGs, meaning the
backend server shall manage every activity status and result of both PHG and PHD if it is needed by
health and fitness service.
Additionally, there is one non-functional requirement of PHG:
NFR1: PHG shall have a relatively large storage.
The PHG daily operations shall have large storage to store the packages (e.g. firmware packages) and
commands, in order to have a stable availability.
NFR2: PHG shall have less interaction with patients.
PHG shall be operational in a plug-and-play manner, meaning during the deployment, the PHG
provisioning (see Section 4.2.3) for the first time pairing is the only phase that might be done by patients
or health & fitness service. During the daily operations, PHG requires little or no user interactivities,
which means the processes can be done automatically with little or no user involvement.

Conceptual framework
As aforementioned, we select Continua protocols as eHealth interoperability solution, and select
LwM2M as Device Management solution. The PHG framework focuses on integrating Continua
protocols with LwM2M protocol. As shown in Figure 13, there are three main components inside the
PHG application: Device Manager, LwM2M Client, and Converter. The Device Manager provides
interfaces that enables the communication with PHDs. The LwM2M Client provides interfaces that
enables the communication with LwM2M Server. The middle part is a Converter, who is responsible
for converting IEEE11073 attributes into LwM2M objects, and vice versa.
The PHG observes and gets payloads (e.g. object instance) from BLE Devices and IEEE11073 Devices
through the corresponding interface (BLE interface and x73 interface respectively). Here the PHDs act
as Agents (according to IEEE11073 protocol), and the PHG works as Device Manager.
After getting the payloads from PHDs, the PHG parses the payloads into attribute blocks. After that the
attribute blocks are converted into objects & resources that are interpreted by LwM2M server. The
objects are loaded into LwM2M payload, which can be sent to LwM2M Server via CoAP. Here the
PHG acts as LwM2M Client, and the Health & fitness service works as LwM2M Server.
For example, LwM2M server sends a firmware package to LwM2M Client to update the firmware of a
BLE Device. The PHG then gets the payload of firmware package, parses the payload into resource
blocks, and stores the firmware blocks in storage. After that, the resource blocks are converted into BLE
payload, which is to be sent to the BLE Device through BLE interface.
Notably, the payloads mentioned above are all device management related payloads. LwM2M client
and server are not responsible for the measurement payloads. But the Device Manager component can
process the measurement payloads and transmit the measurement payloads to backend server in a
separate pipeline, by using separate protocols, like HL7-FIRE [29].
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Figure 13 Main component identification

Conclusion
In our project, we aim to propose an integral solution for introducing LwM2M to Continua’s architecture
for the device management of PHDs and PHG. So in this chapter, we starts our solution from high-level
system designs and definitions. We firstly have identified the stakeholders in our system. Then, a to-be
business process has been modeled to provide a business context for system design. After that, some
requirements are elicited for design and implementation, based on business process context and related
protocols, by using various techniques of requirement elicitation. Lastly, a conceptual framework of
PHG has been provided, based on the Continua’s architecture. There are mainly three components in
PHG framework: Device Manager, LwM2M Client, and an intermediate component between them.
However, the LwM2M Client could not be deployed in PHG directly. This framework leaves us a
question: how does the Device Manager’s attributes map or transform to the objects in LwM2M Client?
Please look forward to the answer of this problem in the next chapter.
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5 Object analysis and design
As mentioned in section 3.2.3, IEEE 11073-20601 is the core protocol for both Bluetooth SIG-HDP and
Continua x73 Devices, while BLE Devices have their own health device profiles. Thus, we need to
observe how IEEE 11073-20601 attributes map to LwM2M device management objects, and how BLE
attributes map to LwM2M device management objects.

LwM2M object model
LwM2M has already defined eight Object sets (see Table 4) for different scenarios as the standard
LwM2M Device Management Objects. For more detailed information of each object, please see
Appendix G: Standard LwM2M device management objects. According to LwM2M technical
specialization [44], the LwM2M client can have one or more object instances. An object is a collection
of resources, which is an atomic piece of information that can be read, written and executed. Resources
can have single/multiple resource instances, as shown in Figure 14. Objects and resources are identified
by a 16-bit Integer, and are accessed with simple URIs: / {Object ID}/ {Object Instance}/ {Resource
ID} [44].
For example, /3/0/1 = Device Object/ Object Instance #0/ Manufacturer Resource.
Table 4 LwM2M object defined by OMA LwM2M [44]

Object

Object ID

LWM2M Security

0

LWM2M Server

1

Access Control

2

Device

3

Connectivity Monitoring

4

Firmware

5

Location

6

Connectivity Statistics

7

Figure 14 Relationship between LWM2M Client, Object, and Resources [44]
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Object mapping
It is crucial for semantics interoperability that the IEEE11073-20601 attributes can be mapped with
LwM2M defined objects. In this section, a number of LwM2M defined objects and resources are firstly
selected. The selected objects are all belong to the LwM2M defined standard device management objects,
consisting of resources. Then we firstly try to map the IEEE11073-20601 agent attributes to the selected
LwM2M objects and resources. Table 5 shows the result of object mapping between LwM2M device
object and IEEE11073-20601 Agent Attribute.
According to Figure 5, the BLE devices use Bluetooth LE Attribute Profile, which is not same as the
IEEE11073-20601 protocols. So we also need to map the BLE attributes to the selected LwM2M objects
and resources. Table 6 shows the result of object mapping between LwM2M device object and BLE
Attribute.
Table 5 Object Mapping between LwM2M device object and IEEE11073-20601 Agent Attribute
LwM2M Device Objects
Resource name
Manufacturer
ModelNumber
Serial Number
Firmware Version
Reboot
Factory reset
Available Power Sources
Power Source Voltage
Power Source Current
Battery level
Memory free
Error code
Current time
UTC Offset
Time zone
Supported Binding and Modes

Id
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16

IEEE 11073-20601 Agent Attribute
Mandatory

Attribute name
System Model :: Manufacturer
System Model :: Manufacturer
Prod Spec Entry:: serial-number
Prod Spec Entry:: fw-revision

Attribute profile specification
MDC_ATTR_ID_MODEL
MDC_ATTR_ID_MODEL
MDC_ATTR_ID_PROD_SPECN
MDC_ATTR_ID_PROD_SPECN

Battery Level (INT)

MDC_ATTR_VAL_BATT_CHARGE

Base-time-offset

MDC_ATTR_TIME_BO

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Table 6 Object Mapping between LwM2M device object and BLE Attribute
LwM2M Device Objects
Resource name

Id

Manufacturer
ModelNumber
Serial Number
Firmware Version
Reboot
Factory reset
Available Power Sources
Power Source Voltage
Power Source Current
Battery level
Memory free
Error code
Current time
UTC Offset
Time zone
Supported Binding and Modes

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16

BLE Attribute
Mandatory

Attribute name

Attribute profile specification

Manufacturer Name String
Model Number String
Serial Number String
Firmware Revision String

Device Information Service (DIS)
Device Information Service (DIS)
Device Information Service (DIS)
Device Information Service (DIS)

Battery Level

Battery Service (BAS)

Current Time

Current Time Service (CTS)

Local Time Information

Current Time Service (CTS)

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory
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Object design
From the mapping results presents in the above section, we find that only a small set of device
information related resources defined by LwM2M can be mapped to IEEE 11073-20601 attributes and
BLE attributes. Although IEEE11073-20601 and BLE have defined some device information attributes,
these attributes are not designed for the standard device management solution (device management has
not been covered by IEEE11073-20601, BLE, and Continua), but only used for covering some types of
device status information during the uploading of measurement data. In contrast, LwM2M is a standard
device management protocol, which has a flexible feature on object definition, which means extending
the objects and defining resources are quite easy. Thus, as one approach of object design, we use the
LwM2M defined explicit objects and resources that can be interpreted by the LwM2M server as a
baseline, and extend it by adding IEEE 11073-20601 attributes and BLE attributes as extended resources.
An alternative object design approach is to deploy the “opaque” approach, where the complete
IEEE11073-20601 MDS attributes (and BLE attributes) would be one integral large resource. This could
be done by defining a single resource with an “Opaque” data type. The “Opaque” data format is used
on singular resources where the value of the resource is an opaque sequence of binary octets [46].
The pros and cons of the two proposed object design approaches are shown in Table 7. In our research,
we select the LwM2M baseline approach, in order to provide a standardized device management
solution. We limit the prototype to the resources that can be supported by IEEE11073-20601 and BLE.
Some LwM2M resources could or should be supported/extended in IEEE 11073-20106 and BLE for
this approach to work in a standards-based way.
Table 7 Pros and cons of the two object design approaches

Object Design Approach
Description
LwM2M baseline Use the LwM2M
approach defined explicit
objects and resources
that can be interpreted
by the LwM2M server
as a baseline, and
extend it by adding
IEEE 11073-20601
attributes and BLE
attributes.
Opaque approach The complete
IEEE11073-20601
MDS attributes (and
BLE attributes) would
be one integral large
"Opaque" formatted
resource.

Pros
Reuse LwM2M standards
and features as much as
possible. Object and
resource are extendable and
flexible, easy to be
managed.

Cons
Does not cover the
complete set of
IEEE11073-20601
MDS, Metric and
Configuration
attributes (and also
not the corresponding
BLE attributes from
various services).

Covers the complete
IEEE11073-20601 MDS
attributes (and the
corresponding BLE
attributes) – automatically
including any future
extensions of these attribute
sets.

The exact content of
the opaque objects
needs to be defined
and another software
layer would be
needed on the server
to interpret this. This
could be useful for
observing devices but
not for managing
them without further
work.

5.3.1 Object design overview
Table 8 shows the overview of object design and definition. According to our PHG framework, a PHG
is responsible for multiple connected PHDs. So in our defined objects, we make PHG Device object and
PHG Firmware object into single instance, since each LwM2M client corresponds to a single PHG
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instance. For PHG objects, we reuse the ID 3 and 5 (which are PHG device object and firmware object),
because these objects are mostly reuse the LwM2M original resources. While for PHD objects, we
define new objects (ID 20 and 21, which are valid and are not occupied) according to the LwM2M data
format and object definition rules. We make PHD Device object and PHD Firmware object as multiple
instances, meaning multiple PHDs use the same object framework, and can be identified by the PHD
UUID.
Table 8 Objects design and definition

Object Name

ID

Multiple Instances?

Description

PHG Device

3

No

This LwM2M Object provides a range of PHG related information which
can be queried by the LwM2M Server.

PHG Firmware

5

No

This Object includes PHG installing firmware package, updating
firmware, and performing actions after updating firmware.

PHD Device

20

YES

Multiple instances created by PHG, one device instance per PHD (UUID)

PHD Firmware

21

YES

Multiple instances created by PHG, one firmware instance per PHD
(UUID)

5.3.2 Object details
PHG Device Object definition is shown in Table 9. The resources ID 19-22 are the extension resources.
Table 9 PHG Device Object definition

Name
PHG Device
Resource
id
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

id
3

name

Operations

Manufacturer
Model Number
Serial Number
Firmware Version
Reboot
Factory Reset
Available Power
Sources
Power Source
Voltage
Power Source
Current
Battery level
Memory Free
Error code
Reset Error Code
Current Time

Read
Read
Read
Read
Execute
Execute

Instance type
Single
Instance
Mandatory
type
single
FALSE
single
FALSE
single
FALSE
single
FALSE
single
TRUE
single
FALSE

Mandatory
TRUE
type

range

units

string
string
string
string
string
string

Read

multiple

FALSE

integer

0-7

Read

multiple

FALSE

integer

mV

Read

multiple

FALSE

integer

mA

Read
Read
Read
Execute
Read

single
single
multiple
single
single

FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE

integer
integer
integer
string
time

0-100
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%
KB

Resource
id
14
15
16
19
20
21
22

name

Operations

UTC Offset
Time zone
Supported binding
and Modes
PHG Name
PHG UUID
GatewayConnection
Language

Read
Read

Instance
Mandatory
type
single
FALSE
single
FALSE

type

range

units

string
string

Read

single

TRUE

string

Read
Read
Read
Read

single
single
single
single

TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE

string
string
Boolean
string

PHD Device Object definition is shown in Table 10. This object defines device information resources
based on the result of mapping (see Table 6), which ensure the semantic interoperability in terms of
communication contents.
Table 10 PHD Device Object definition

Name
id
Instance type
PHD Device
20
multiple
Reserouce
Resource
Instance
Operations
Mandatory
id
name
type
0
Name
Read
single
FALSE
1
Model number
Read
single
FALSE
2
Serial number
Read
single
FALSE
3
Firmware version
Read
single
FALSE
4
Reboot
Execute
single
TRUE
5
Factory Reset
Execute
single
FALSE
Available Power
6
Read
multiple
FALSE
Sources
Power Source
7
Read
multiple
FALSE
Voltage
Power Source
8
Read
multiple
FALSE
Current
9
Battery level
Read
single
FALSE
10
Memory Free
Read
single
FALSE
11
Error code
Read
multiple
TRUE
12
Reset Error Code
Execute
single
FALSE
13
Current Time
Read
single
FALSE
14
UTC Offset
Read
single
FALSE
15
Time zone
Read
single
FALSE
Supported
16
binding and
Read
single
TRUE
Modes
19
PHD Name
Read
single
TRUE
20
PHD UUID
Read
single
TRUE
21
ConnectToPHG
Read
single
FALSE
22
Language
Read
single
FALSE

Mandatory
FALSE
type

range

units

string
string
string
string
string
string
integer

0-7

integer

mV

integer

mA

integer
integer
integer
string
time
string
string

0-100

string
string
Objlnk
Boolean
string
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%
KB

PHG firmware update object is shown in Table 11. It totally reuses the LwM2M defined Firmware
Update Object. Notably, we use the “opaque” data format on the Package resource. The opaque format
is used on singular resources where the value of the resource is an opaque sequence of binary octets [46].
This data format is suitable for binary resources such as firmware images [46].
Table 11 PHG firmware update object

Name
PHG Firmware
id
name
0
Package
1
Package URI
2
Update
3
State
Update
4
Support Object
5
Update Result

id
5
Operations
Write
Write
Execute
Read
Read and
Write
Read

Instance type
single
Instance type Mandatory
single
FALSE
single
TRUE
single
TRUE
single
TRUE

Mandatory
FALSE
type
range
opaque
string
0-255
string
integer
1-3

single

FALSE

Boolean

single

TRUE

integer

units
bytes

0-7

PHD firmware update object is shown in Table 12. This object could have multiple instances, which
means the PHG could have multiple PHD firmware package instances. Notably, there is a one-to-one
relation between PHD Device and PHD Firmware, meaning one PHD Firmware object per PHD UUID.
So in PHD Firmware object, we use PHD UUID resource as an identifier of the corresponding PHD. In
PHD Firmware object, the data type of PHD UUID can be “string” or “Objlnk” (Object link). If using
“string”, the PHD UUID shows the corresponding PHD UUID in the format of: ########-####-################ [44]. If using “Objlnk”, the value of this resource will be the index of the corresponding
PHD Device object. For example, the PHD UUID Objlnk value “/20/0” is pointing to PHD Device
object, instance 0.
Table 12 PHD firmware update object

Name
PHD Firmware

id
21

id

name

Operations

0
1
2
3

Package
Package URI
Update
State
Update Support
Object
Update Result
PHD UUID

Write
Write
Execute
Read
Read and
Write
Read
Read

4
5
6

Instance type
multiple
Instance
Mandatory
type
single
FALSE
single
TRUE
single
TRUE
single
TRUE

Mandatory
FALSE
type
opaque
string
string
integer

single

FALSE

Boolean

single
single

TRUE
TRUE

integer
string or Objlnk

range

units

0-255

bytes

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have answered the question: in our conceptual framework, how does the Device
Manager’s attributes map or transform to the objects in LwM2M Client? We firstly learn the LwM2M
object model and Standard LwM2M device management objects. Then we map the IEEE11073-20601
MDS attribute and BLE attributes to LwM2M standard device information object/resources separately.
As a mapping result, there is a small set of attributes that can be mapped to LwM2M object resources.
We need to define objects that are applicable our requirements and designed framework. We have
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proposed two approaches to define objects, and as a result we select the LwM2M baseline approach,
which uses the LwM2M defined explicit objects and resources that can be interpreted by the LwM2M
server as a baseline, and extend it by adding IEEE 11073-20601 attributes and BLE attributes. Lastly,
according to the LwM2M object definition rules, four sets of objects are defined: PHG device object,
PHG firmware object, PHD device object, and PHD firmware object.
The next chapter will describe how to implement and deploy the defined objects in our system.
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6 Detailed design
Based on the proposed functional requirements and conceptual framework, in this chapter, a detailed
design of the remote device management framework is presented. The framework is described according
to the “4+1 architecture view model” [58], which the views are used to describe the system from the
viewpoint of different stakeholders, such as end-users, developers and project managers. Shown in
Figure 15 , the four views of the model are logical view, development view, process view and physical
view. The elements in the four views work seamlessly by the scenarios. The scenarios are in some sense
an abstraction of the most important requirements [58].

Figure 15 the “4+1” view model

Logical view
The logical view is concerned with the functionality that the system provides to end-users. UML
diagrams are always used to represent the logical view. Figure 16 shows the class diagram of a PHG
application. This diagram presents several functional related classes, such as Device Manager, Connect
to Server, database, etc. The class diagram provides a guideline for PHG application development.
This system also provides the application by means of updating the firmware of a connected PHD in
case the PHD is firmware-upgradeable. Updating the firmware of a PHD involves downloading the
firmware image from cloud storage by using the firmware package URI sent by LwM2M server. Next,
the firmware package is downloaded and stored at PHG, waiting for uploading the firmware image to
the connected PHD. Then, the uploaded firmware image in PHD are ready to be deployed. Meanwhile,
the LwM2M server observes every state and result of the corresponding firmware instance. The state
machine is showed in Figure 17. The Firmware update states and results are presented in Table 13 and
Table 14. The states correspond to the values of resource /21/3 (/PHD firmware object/State), and the
results corresponds to the values of resource /21/5 (/PHD firmware object/Result).

Figure 16 class diagram
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Figure 17 firmware update state machine
Table 13 firmware update states

State ID
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

State Name
Not valid/not download-able Uri
Downloading (from cloud)
Downloaded
Idle
Preparing
Uploading (from PHG to PHD)
Verrifying
Deploying
Finished

Table 14 Firmware update results

Result ID
0
1
2
3
4
5

Result Name
OK/Idle
Aborted
SHN errors during uploading
UploadFinished
DeployFailed
DeployFinished
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Process view
The process view is using activity diagram to explain the system processes of the communication
between PHD and backend service through PHG (Figure 18), how they communicate, and the runtime
behavior of the system. The activity starts with registering PHD at PHG. After PHG’s connecting to
backend server, PHG can register itself as well as the associated PHDs on backend server. Several
operations can be done between PHG and backend server, such as reading, observation, execution,
sending messages, etc. Figure 19 shows the main sequence flows of PHD device management operations.

Figure 18 Activity diagram

Figure 19 Sequence diagram

Development view
The development view, or called implementation view, illustrates a system from a programmer’s
perspective and is concerned with software management, using component diagram, shown in Figure
20. There are three main components: PHD, PHG, and LwM2M Server. Inside PHG there are three
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components: Device Manager, who is responsible for the communication between PHDs and PHG.
LwM2M Client, who is responsible for the communication with LwM2M Server. And Converter, who
provides interfaces for Device Manager and LwM2M.

Figure 20 Component diagram of firmware update

Deployment view
The deployment view, or physical view, depicts the system from a system engineer's point of view. It is
concerned with the topology of software components on the physical layer, as well as the physical
connections between these components, using a deployment view, shown in Figure 21.
Notably, the LwM2M is implemented over CoAP and UDP/IP, which would be blocked by firewall for
preventing DoS (Denial of Service) attack. This requires some additional settings on the firewall during
the deployment in patient’s house. So using CoAP over UDP/IP does not meet our non-functional
requirement NFR1 (see section 4.3). This firewall problem can be solved by implementing CoAP over
TCP/IP, which has been implemented by IETF [59].

Figure 21 Deployment diagram

Scenario
The description of an architecture is illustrated using a set of scenarios, in use case view, shown in Figure
22. Our PHG is designed to support a bidirectional communication between PHDs and backend service.
This means our system can be used in a wide range of scenarios. Specifically, the communication from
PHDs to backend service via PHG can deal with a set of information observation related scenarios, such
as observe PHD or PHG device information, PHD or PHG battery monitor. While the communication
from backend service to PHDs via PHG enables the firmware update scenarios such as PHD or PHG
firmware update and states/result monitoring.
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Figure 22 Use case diagram

Conclusion
In this chapter, a detailed design of our framework is described by using a set of diagrams from different
points of view. As the detailed design has been finished, in the next section, we will start to develop a
PHG prototype based on our detailed design.
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7 System prototype implementation
In this chapter, the proposed remote device management solution implementation is described. The PHG
is implemented on an Android smartphone as a prototype. Specifically, the PHG framework implements
on an Android smartphone by Java and XML, and LwM2M Server implements on a PC by Java. The
implementation starts from open source selection. Then the usable PHDs and Philips Internal Libraries
are introduced.

Open source LwM2M projects
The open source projects provide implementations of LwM2M [60]:







OMA-LWM2M-DevKit: LwM2M repository for developing a LWM2M Client/Server
tutorial
LeShan [61]: OMA LwM2M implementation in Java.
Wakaama: APIs for a server application to send commands to registered LwM2M Client, in C
language.
Awa LightweightM2M: LwM2M implementation in C language.
Betwixt: A LWM2M Client and Server in Go language.
Californium: CoAP implementation in Java.

As a result, we choose LeShan in terms of a good open platform for the implementation work. LeShan
is an open source project established and developed by eclipse IoT [61]. LeShan provides modular
Java libraries that help people develop their own LwM2M server and client [60].

Libraries
The PHD used in the implementation is health & fitness watch (see Figure 2). Health & fitness watch is
a Philips work-in-progress product for collecting user’s measurement data of heart rate, step, sleep and
Calorie. Philips provides a set of internal libraries that support the communication with health & fitness
watch. The relevant libraries includes:



Philips connected device library: the common library for Philips Bluetooth connected products,
such as health & fitness watch, thermometer, weight scale, etc.
Gson library: a necessary library responsible for parsing the Json payloads

For the LwM2M protocol, we reuse the LeShan libraries version 0.1.11 – M7 [62]. The essential
libraries are:




LeShan-core: core classes for implementing Lightweight M2M [62].
LeShan-client-core: A LWM2M client implementation which abstracts transport layer. A
transport implementation is needed [62].
Californium-core: A transport implementation for Leshan client based on CoAP Californium
[62].

The component diagram of implementation PHG using health & fitness watch is shown in Figure 23.
There is a bidirectional communication between components. Some necessary libraries are listed in each
of the components. Figure 24 shows the specific versions of libraries used in PHG application prototype
implementation.
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Figure 23 Component diagram of implementing PHG using health & fitness watch

Figure 24 Libraries used in PHG Android application implementation

Implementation components
The implementation consists of three main components: PHD, PHG, and backend server.




PHDs: two health & fitness watches (BLE Device).
PHG application: Xiaomi Redmi mobile, android 5.0.1.
Backend server: server standalone application running on Linux.

File structure
Figure 25 shows the class file structure in PHG Android application project. The classes are defined
according to the class diagram in Figure 16. Figure 26 shows the file structure of UI.

Figure 25 Class file structure

Figure 26 UI file structure
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Database design
In our PHG application, SQLite Database in Android is used as a solution of persistent data storage,
which ensures the accessibility of data in all activities and fragments in our PHG application. There
are two tables in Database: “device” table, and “firmware” table. Figure 27 shows the view of
database.
Specifically, “device” table records the associated device information, with a device uuid as a primary
key. The “firmware” table records the firmware update related information. The attribute “fwUri”
records the firmware URI sent by LeShan server. The attribute “firmwareState” records the firmware
state id according to the designed firmware update states presented in Table 13, while the “UploadState”
records the name of the corresponding state id. Similarly, the attribute “firmwareResult” records the
firmware result id and the “UploadResult” records the name of the corresponding upload id. The
“firmware” table has “id” as an auto-incremented primary key, and “uuid” as foreign key associated
with “device” table. It allows PHG to get multiple firmware image URIs, and distinguish multiple
firmware URIs by the unique “id”. Each firmware URI corresponds to an associated device uuid,
identified by the foreign key “uuid”.

Figure 27 View of database
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8 Validation
This chapter describes the validation part of this project. Validation is the process if assuring that the
implemented system does exactly what it is designed to do in a consistent manner. As the validation
approach, our validation begins with checking whether the implemented system meets the defined
functional requirements, and continues with experiments through testing scenarios in order to check
whether the implemented system performs as expected.

Testing preparation
Testing environment preparation also consists of three parts: PHD preparation, PHG preparation and
LeShan server preparation.
 PHD preparation:
1. Go to the “Setting” menu of health & fitness watch.
2. Set the health & fitness watch to “Pairing” mode (see Figure 28).

Figure 28 Health & fitness watch Pairing mode


1.
2.
3.

PHG preparation (see Figure 29):
Install “PHG” App on Android Mobile (Minimum Android Version = 4.4)
Make sure you have Bluetooth enabled
Start your “PHG” App
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Figure 29 PHG preparation

 LeShan server preparation:
1. Install LeShan Server on Linux
$ java -jar leshan-standalone-0.1.11-M7-jar-with-dependencies.jar
2. Start LeShan Server on browser (see Figure 30)
http://localhost:8080/

Figure 30 LeShan server UI on browser

Requirement based testing
Requirement based testing involves verifying that the system meets the application’s requirements.
According to section 4.3, there are three main functional requirements that are crucial for the operation
of the whole system. Addressing these requirements becomes the main priority for the
implementation.
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For each of the functional requirements, we will demonstrate the implemented system appropriately
meets the requirement, by using a set of test cases. As the test completion criterion, testing is
completed only when all the functional testing is complete.

FR1: Multiple PHDs and PHG should be observed and registered on backend server by UUID.
Test case 1: Connect PHD to PHG and verify that the PHD UUID as well as device information is
registered on PHG successfully.
Step 1: Scan and pair a new PHD (see Figure 31)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set health & fitness watch into “Pairing” mode
Go to fragment “PHD”, and press button “Find new PHD”
Then you come to a new UI
Press button “Start Scanning” and wait for the result
Once you get the result, the health & fitness watch has been paired successfully

Figure 31 Scan and pair a new health & fitness watch

Step 2: Connect PHD to PHG (see Figure 32)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click the scanned health & fitness watch
Then you come to “DEVICE INFORMATION” fragment
Press button “CONNECT” and keep your health & fitness watch in “Pairing” mode
Your health & fitness watch gets a “√” notification, and then shifts to a “watch” UI
Once connected, you can find a new fragment “FIRMWARE” appears
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Figure 32 Connect PHD to PHG

Step 3: Register PHD on PHG (see Figure 33)
1. Press button “UPLOAD VALUE TO ACTIVITY” to get value for “Firmware Version”
and “Connection Time”
2. Press button “REGISTER” to register this device into PHG database, then you get
notification “Register succeeded”
3. Next time when you start PHD fragment, you can find a list of registered devices
4. Check the phd table and device table to verify the information are registered
successfully (see Figure 34)

Figure 33 Register PHD on PHG

Device table:

Figure 34 Result of PHD registration on PHG
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Test case 2: Verify that the PHG is able to register itself on LeShan server by PHG UUID.
Step 1: Connect to server (see Figure 35)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Firstly make sure your mobile has connected to network
Go to fragment “Connect“
Input the ipv4 address of LeShan Server, then press button “Connect”
Then you get Message “Connect Successfully”

Figure 35 Connect to LeShan Server

Step 2: Register PHG on LeShan server (see Figure 36)
1. Go to http://localhost:8080/
 You can find your PHG has been already registered on LeShan Server
successfully
 This was done using Client Registration LwM2M Interface
2. Press a Client Endpoint name that you want to manage

Figure 36 Register PHG on LeShan server successfully

Test case 3: Verify that the PHG is able to initiate PHD object instances by UUID on LeShan
server.
Step 1: Device Object overview
1. Two PHG objects:
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 Object 3: PHG Device Information
 Object 5: PHG Firmware
2. Two PHD objects:
 Object 20: PHD Device Information
 Object 21: PHD Firmware
If there are two health & fitness watches registered in PHG, PHG will create multiple Device
Information objects for each of the two health & fitness watches. One PHD corresponds to one instance.
In Figure 37 we can find there are two instances (Instance 0 and Instance 1) that are initiated under PHD
Device Information object and PHD Firmware object, because we have had two PHDs registered in
PHG (see Figure 34).

Figure 37 Object initiation

FR2: Backend server shall monitor/observe every status and result of the activities of both PHG
and PHD.
Test case 1: Verify that the PHG is able to read PHD device information on LeShan server
Step 1: “Read” all the resource value under the PHD device object, Instance 0 (see Figure 38)
and Instance 1 (see Figure 39).
Step 2: Verify the values are appropriately matching the resource name, and the values are
correct.
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Figure 38 Resource read on PHD Instance 0

Figure 39 Resource read on PHD Instance 1

Test case 2: Firmware update state/result monitoring
Since the firmware update state/result monitoring test case is overlapping with firmware update scenario,
this test case is merged with the Scenario test 2 (see section 8.3.1.2).

Scenario testing
Scenarios testing is to make sure that the functionality and process of application is working as designed.
During scenario testing we need to act as the end users to check and perform the actions how they use
the application.
This validation uses some experiments through testing scenarios in order to check whether the
implemented system performs as expected. The testing process starts by presenting the testing scenarios.
For each testing scenario, we presents the execution results.

8.3.1 Testing scenarios
In order to test the PHG framework solution proposed in the project, we conduct two testing scenarios.
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The first scenario concerns the communication from PHD to LeShan Server via PHG. We choose the
battery level as the testing object, because it is a dynamic value which cannot be “hard coded”. Also,
battery level scenario is a typical scenario of device management. According to the business process of
device management operations in section 0, the business process of battery level monitoring is shown
in Figure 40.

Figure 40 Battery level monitoring business process

The second scenario tests the communication from LeShan server to PHD via PHG. We choose the
PHD firmware update scenario as the testing object, because firmware update is a typical scenario of
device management and Continua has not yet covered any firmware update scenario or provided any
deployment guideline or protocol. According to the business process of device management operations
in section 0, the business process of PHD firmware update is shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41 Firmware update business process

8.3.1.1 Scenario 1: Battery level monitoring
This scenario tests the battery level message communicates from PHD to LeShan server via PHG. The
desired outcome of this test is the proof that the battery level message can be “read” by LeShan server
correctly. This test requires a few setups before being carried out, because PHG is able to get PHD
battery level only if the PHD is connected. The test steps are listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connect health & fitness watch on PHG application
Register battery level information on PHG application
Connect and register PHG application to LeShan server via network
“Read” health & fitness watch Device Information object – Battery level resource
Check if the Battery level result is correct.

Test result (see Figure 42):

Figure 42 Result of scenario test 1
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8.3.1.2 Scenario 2: PHD firmware update
This scenario tests the communication from LeShan server to PHD via PHG.
Specifically, PHD(s) have been already registered in backend server through PHG(s). At the moment, a
firmware update package is available for one of the PHDs. Backend service “write” the firmware URI
and send the message payload to PHG. Then the PHG receives and stores the firmware URI, and save
it in database. Backend server send the “Update” command to PHG. The PHG save the command in
database, and download the firmware image from cloud according to the command. Once PHG observes
the PHD is connected, PHG execute “Update” command, that is to forward the firmware package to
PHD. PHD activates the firmware package, and firmware update success. Backend server monitors
states and results of PHD firmware update.
The desired outcome of this test is the proof that the firmware package has been successfully deployed
in health & fitness watch, and LeShan server observes every status and update results in real time. The
test steps are listed below:
Server part (see Figure 43):
1. Write firmware package URI under the PHD Firmware object instance
 Firmware Package Uri: http://tinyurl.com/gtdywow
2. Execute command “Update”
3. Observe: get State/Update Result every 5 seconds
 Click the button “Observe” behind “State” and “Upload result” resources on LeShan
server.
 Check the changes of payload on the CoAP Message monitor
PHG part:
1. PHG gets firmware package Uri (see Figure 43):
a. Click button “GET URI”
b. The Uri, Execute command and corresponding PHD UUID are written into database
2. PHG downloads firmware image from Uri (see Figure 44):
a. Go to fragment “Download” and click button “File Download”
b. Then you come to a new UI, click the valid firmware URI list.
c. You can find the downloaded file at directory: Internal storage>Download
d. You can find the State payload has been changed from “1” (DownloadingToPHG) to
“2” (DownloadedToPHG).
3. PHG execute PHD firmware update (see Figure 45):
a. Go to fragment “FIRMWARE” (only visible when PHD is connected)
b. Choose firmware image file in the list
c. Click button “START UPLOAD” to send firmware package to health & fitness watch
via BLE
d. Also, you can abort upload in the process of upload
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Figure 43 Write and execute firmware Uri successfully

Figure 44 Download and save firmware image, state changes
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(New firmware package version)

(Upload finished)

(Click button “ABORT UPLOAD”)

Figure 45 Upload and deploy new firmware on PHD

Figure 46 Firmware update state and result observed by LeShan Server

Test result:
As the test result, the LeShan server is able to observe the firmware update state and result in a period
of every 5 seconds. The results are shown in Figure 46. The observed state and result are correct and
aligning with the state and result designed in section 6.1. Notably, the observation method is not fully
implemented by LeShan (see Appendix H: LeShan Version M7 implementation mapping to LwM2M).
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9 Conclusions and future work
This chapter presents the research conclusions of the whole project. First, the answers to the research
questions are given. Then recommendations for the future work in continuation of this project are
provided.

Research conclusions
In this project we propose a solution of introducing LwM2M into Continua architecture for the device
management of PHDs and PHG. Our results include the design of a PHG framework and developing a
PHG application prototype in PCHA-Continua’s architecture to support the device management of PHG
and connected PHDs by a remote device management backend service.
Aiming to propose an integral solution, both business context and technical context are considered for
designing the framework and developing the PHG prototype application. The business context involves
device management protocol selection, stakeholder identification, to-be business process design, and
requirement elicitation. The technical context involves the eHealth protocol overview, device
management protocol overview, framework conceptual design, object analysis and define, framework
detailed design, PHG prototype implementation, and system validation.
Our research introduces LwM2M device management protocol into Continua’s architecture, since
device management scenarios have not yet been covered by Continua and other reviewed eHealth
interoperability protocols. Moreover, we propose a framework within the context of Continua’
architecture. Object analysis and design are done to support our framework. As a result of validation,
our framework can work for two device management scenarios on some PHDs (BLE Devices).
The studies we have done can answer the research questions stated in section 2.2.
RQ1: Which eHealth interoperability protocols are currently applicable and what are their
characteristics?
This question has been answered in section 3.2, where we have reviewed five different eHealth
interoperability protocols: HL7-FIRE, IHE, ISO/IEEE11073, Bluetooth SIG - BR/EDR HDP &BLE
Services and Profiles, and PCHA-Continua. Their characteristics are evaluated in different criterion, as
shown in Table 1. As a result, there are overlaps among protocols. PCHA-Continua has a significant
advantage in terms of the reference E2E architecture, which concerns eHealth interoperability across
organizational and industry contexts. ISO/IEEE 11073, Bluetooth SIG and BLE are subsets of the
Continua E2E architecture. Also, PCHA-Continua has an advantage on the alignment with multiple
network interfaces. Although some protocols, for example Bluetooth SIG HDP and ISO/IEEE11073
MDS, support some types of device management that some device status information is covered during
the measurement uploads. However, for device management, none of the five protocols provides a
complete specification or solution. Thus, we need to find and select a device management
solution/protocol to be introduced to Continua’s protocol.
RQ2: Which device management solutions are currently available and what are their characteristics?
For this question, in section 3.3, we have reviewed four current device management solutions, including
TR-069, OMA DM, OMA LwM2M, and ETSi oneM2M. Their characteristics are described in Table 2.
Based on the Continua’s high-level requirements for the selection of device management solution, we
finally select LwM2M as the device management solution to be introduced to Continua’s framework.
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RQ3: How can the selected device management solution be combined to the selected eHealth
interoperability protocols within a framework?
For this question, we aim to propose an integral solution for combining LwM2M protocol to Continua
protocol. So our work starts from investigating the business context (see section 4). Firstly, based on
Continua’s use cases and documentations of both Continua and LwM2M, the system stakeholders have
been identified, followed by designing to-be business processes. With these business context, as well
as the inputs from different means of requirement elicitation, functional requirements and non-functional
requirement are defined for framework design and prototype implementation. Based on these
requirements, we have proposed a conceptual framework of PHG within the Continua’s architecture.
However, the LwM2M Client could not be deployed in PHG directly to manage PHDs. We mapped
IEEE11073-20601 MDS attributes and BLE attributes to the standard LwM2M device management
objects. As a result, we selected the LwM2M baseline approach to define four objects for our PHG
prototype: PHG device object, PHG firmware object, PHD device object, and PHD firmware object.
These defined objects ensures the attribute-object mapping between the Device Manager Component
and LwM2M Client Component within a PHG framework.
RQ4: What are the main components of PHG framework?
As shown in Figure 13, there are three parts in our system: PHDs, PHG, and backend service. The PHG
framework consists of three main components: Device Manager, LwM2M Client, and a convertor
providing interfaces between them. The PHG is responsible for a bidirectional communication between
PHDs and backend service, and is only responsible for handling device management messages or
payloads.
RQ5: How does PHG framework map with the designed to-be business process?
The to-be business process builds the business context for the design of PHG framework. There are
three sub-processes: PHG pre-configuration, PHG service provisioning, and PHG daily operating. The
business processes are defined based on Continua’s use cases and documentations of both Continua and
LwM2M. Since the PHG framework provides a bidirectional communication for PHD and backend
service, in principle, all the modeled business processes could be supported. In our PHG prototype
implementation, we have implemented an example scenario of PHG service provisioning, which
consists of PHDs pairing, connecting and registering on PHG, PHG register and initiate objects for itself
and connected PHDs on device management backend server. For the PHG daily operating, our PHG
prototype has implemented the scenario of battery level as well as other necessary device information
observation, and has also implemented the scenario of firmware update as well as its states/results
monitoring. From the results of validation, our prototype correctly implements the defined framework,
and can map with our to-be business process.

Limitations
The current research project has several possible limitations:




The PCHA-Continua architecture supports 32 kinds of x73 Devices [63] and 6 kinds of BLE
Devices [63]. In principle, our proposed device management solution should work for all of
them. However, due to the limitation of time and available devices, in our prototype, we only
validated that our device management solution can work for multiple health & fitness watches
(a BLE Device). The value of the framework would be improved if more validation is conducted
on different kinds of PHDs.
From section 3.3, we know that Device Management includes several scenarios/use cases, such
as battery level observation, pre-configuration, operation diagnosis, firmware update, etc. [41].
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Our project is limited in the scope that we only focus on the scenarios of battery level
observation and device information observation, firmware update and state/result monitoring.
Our framework would be improved if it supports more device management functionalities.
Our project didn’t concern about security, since the proposed framework is a prototype.
LwM2M provides a level of security through DTLS, but in our project no specific work has
been done to check if this is sufficient. For the health information security, even though we have
considered about the rules of Electronic Protected Health Information in section 4.2, more
mechanisms and technical approaches need to be done to ensure the health information security
and system security, for example, only authorized PHDs/PHG can access to backend server.

Future work
The research conclusions and limitations outline several recommendations for the future work.









The current implementation supports two device management scenarios. In the future, it is
possible to support more scenarios, for example, PHG firmware update and state/result
monitoring.
Further, future work may include that PHG application keeps the connection with backend
server alive (as background) so it would not be killed by patient manually. In this way, the server
can monitor PHD/PHG 24/7 with less user involvement or interaction, especially for the elderly
people, which is also a non-functional requirement mentioned in section 4.3. An alternative
method is to make PHG automatically connects periodically to the server, so that the server can
observe device status periodically.
The current PHG application only supports the health & fitness watches (a BLE Device). We
advise to support multiple series of devices, especially the IEEE11073 devices.
More mechanisms and technical approaches need to be added into PHG application to ensure
the health information security and system security. For example, only authorized PHDs/PHG
can access to backend server.
The current PHG is able to create two PHD device object instances and two corresponding PHD
firmware object instances, it is advisable to create multiple instances dynamically. The possible
approach is to use array list data structure for initializing the object instances so that the PHG
can dynamically add instance into the list as long as a new PHD is connected.
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Appendix A: Overview of eHealth interoperability
solutions
A.1 HL7
Since HL7 aligns with a broad collection of other standards, e.g. SNOMED CT [28], the HL7 standards
are available for almost all information exchange scenarios in the healthcare domain. Until now HL7
has released three versions of standards, namely HL7v2, HL7v3 and HL7FHIR (Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resource). HL7v2 is currently the most widely adopted standard among the three, while
HL7v3 has a lack of adoption because of the complexity of this standard together with the fact that the
standard is too abstract and conceptual to implement it.
In the year 2014 HL7 started to develop FHIR which is a new standard that keep the advantage of HL7v3
with an ease of implementation [29]. The vision of FHIR is to globally support the comment parts of
healthcare information that need to be exchanged by providing a set of implementation tools and
resources. FHIR and the related documentation can be directly used for implementation in actual
interoperability scenarios. Technically, FHIR is designed for the web in which the resources are based
on JSON or XML structures, with an http based RESTful protocol where each resource has predictable
URL [29].

A.2 IHE
IHE engages clinicians, health authorities, industry, and users to develop, test, and implement standardsbased solutions to vital health information needs. The IHE technical framework [30] defines a common
information model and a common vocabulary for systems to use in communicating medical information.
It also specifies how HL7 and other relevant standard bodies are to be used by information systems to
complete a set of well-defined transactions that accomplish a particular task. At the same time, the
framework provides a common human vocabulary that professionals and vendors can use to discuss
further problems of this nature.

A.3 ISO/IEEE11073

Figure 47 IEEE11073 Agent and Device Manager
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A.4 Bluetooth SIG – BR/EDR HDP &BLE Services and Profiles

Figure 48 Reference architecture of Bluetooth SIG – HDP [8]

A.5 PCHA-Continua
Specifically, on the device interface, Continua selected Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low
Energy and ZigBee wireless protocols as the wireless standards, USB for wired device connection.
Bluetooth Low Energy is to be used for low-power mobile devices. ZigBee is used for networked lowpower sensors such as those enabling independent living [5]. This ensures the receivers understand the
data sent by healthcare equipment. The goal is for communications technologies in medical and health
monitoring systems to have a secure, private common shared basis of personal health information.
Continua's guidelines help technology developers build end-to-end, plug-and-play systems more
efficiently and cost effectively [5].
The Continua Design Guidelines for PHDs place restrictions on standard ISO/IEEE20601 [32] and on
BLE profiles and services.
There are a number of free tools and libraries [36] supporting the implementation and testing of
ISO/IEEE 11073 and Continua [32], for example:



Continua Enabled Source Code Library (CESL): http://www.fte.com/support/IEEE11073download.aspx
mCESL: Android 4.0 based (HDP) application plus code
IEEE 11073-20601 Protocol Analyzer: www.fte.com/products
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Appendix B: Overview of device management
solutions
B.1 OMA DM

Figure 49 the OMA DM communication protocol sequence [43]

B.2 TR-069

Figure 50 TR069 End-to-End Architecture [47]
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Appendix C: List of requirements for prototype implementation
Table 15 List of requiremnts for prototyping

id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name

Type
Functional
Functional
Functional
Nonfunctional
Functional

Priority
High
High
High
High
High

Source
Continua H.812
LwM2M-TS-V1.0
LwM2M-TS-V1.0
Meeting discussion
Continua use case
PRO11-05

Connection Server shall monitor PHG connection regularly

Functional

Low

Continua use case
PRO11-05

Monitor

Backend server shall observe the battery level of PHDs via PHG

Functional

Medium

Continua use case
PRO11-05

Monitor

Backend server shall update the firmware of PHD or PHG.

Functional

Medium

Meeting discussion
HSDP

Security

The transmitted information between PHG and backend server shall be
encrypted.

Functional

Low

Meeting discussion
with HSDP

Medium

Continua H.812.3

Id
Id
Id
Store
Monitor

Description
The PHG should observe multiple PHDs by UUID.
The backend service should register PHGs by unique identifier.
The backend service should register multiple PHDs by UUID.
The PHG shall have large storage and less user involvement.
Backend server shall monitor/observe every status and result of the activities of
both PHG and PHD.

Connection PHG should know the URI of backend server (e.g. by means of QR code) for the Functional
first connecting.
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Appendix D: Requirement elicitation meeting panel
Table 16 Requirement elicitation panel
Id

Name

1

Maris Guy

2
3

David Simons;
Joost Reuzel
Muhammad
Asim; Erik Moll

4

Continua Services
Task Force

5

Peter Tutelaers,
Louis van der
Stam

Role
Architect Connected
Business
HSDP backend
services
Philips Healthcare
interoperability
Healthcare
interoperability
between services
Senior software
developer

Organization
Philips
Philips
Philips

Department

Expertise

HSDP Device Cloud
Department - Gateway
HSDP Device Cloud
Department

IT/ System
architecture
IT/ System
architecture
Continua
protocols

Smart Personal Spaces

guy.maris@philips.com

erik.moll@philips.com

Continua
protocols

Continua

Philips

E-mail

Software Design, Mobile
Connectivity

Software Design
and development

louis.van.der.stam@philips.com
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Appendix E: List of sources
Table 17 List of sources
ID

Resource

1

H.810 - Introduction - Iris - Architecture Refresh_16_10_2015-CLEAN

2

H.811 - Personal Health Devices Interface - Iris Architecture Refresh v0.1r6

3

H.812 - WAN Interface - Iris Errata - Architectural Refresh v0.1.- FOR BALLOTCLEAN

4

H.812.1 - Observation Upload -Iris Architecture Refresh v0.1-FOR BALLOT-CLEAN

5

H.812.3 - Capability Exchange - Iris Architectural Refresh v0.1-For Ballot-CLEAN

6

PRO11 05 remote device configuration 061211

7

Requirements Remote AHD Control (UC 11-05 #01)

8

Continua Use Case Ballot 2008 - final

9

OMA-AD-LightweightM2M-V1_0-20131210-C

10 OMA-RD-LightweightM2M-V1_0-20131210-C
11 OMA-TS-LightweightM2M-V1_0-20160407-C

Origin

Description
Continua framework Introduction

Continua protocol
Continua

Continua use case and user story

OMA
LwM2M

Lightweight Machine to Machine Architecture
Lightweight Machine to Machine
Requirements
Lightweight Machine to Machine Technical
Specification
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Appendix F: Continua requirements on the selection of
device management protocol

Technical Requirements

Table 18 Continua high-level requirements

wan-controlledahd-config

A WAN Device shall be able to define the
configuration of an AHD including which
measurement devices to support.

report-currentconfig

The AHD must map the actual configuration into an
assembly (payload) using some standard schema
The AHD must consume the service provided by the
WAN Device to upload the message containing the
assembly with the current configuration information
for the AHD.

query-currentstatus

A WAN Device shall be able to query the current
status of an AHD and the medical measurement
devices connected to it (via the AHD).

acknowledgeconfig-report

The WD must send an acknowledgment in response
to the configuration report received from the AHD.
The acknowledgment must indicate whether the
message was successfully processed or there was
an error during processing of the message.
The AHD must re-transmit the message unless it
has received an ACK from the WAN Device

request-AHDconfig

The AHD must query/request if there are any new
remote controls or any new configuration information
using the service provided by the WAN Device. The
AHD must use the QBP-Q11 message of the HL7
2.x standard (query by parameter) to request the
information for the AHD identified in the QBP
message.
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deliver-ahdconfig

Non-Technical
Requirements

acknowledgeconfig-receipt
config-security

WS-I BSP1.1 (an extension of WS-I 1.0) Web
Service security standard will be used, as
recommended by the Continua 2010 guidelines.
This standard uses WSS4J for implementing
Username/Password token authentication with
password digest (Apache WSS4J provides a java
implementation of WS-I BSP 1.1 standard)

fallbackmechanism

The minimal guarantee operationally, is that the
AHD must persist and utilize any previously
provided or default control or configuration settings,
until such time as the AHD successfully connects to
the WAN Device. The AHD is assumed to re-attempt
connection to the WAN Device at some pre-defined
interval or at the request of the patient.

error-reporting

In the event of interruption of communication upon
the initial connect an error message should be
provided to prompt the Patient or Service Technician
to try again. In the event of interruption of
communication on a routine basis, then the AHD
should simply retry at some predefined interval until
communication is successful.

standard-ahdconfig

Configuration includes standard & custom part.
Standard configuration includes connection
parameters, time zone, date/time setting, allowed
medical devices or localization settings, etc.
Custom configuration could include “update
firmware” and more.

standard-ahdconfig

The configuration information shall be transferred in
a standard way re-using 11073 nomenclature avoiding the need for a translation of those terms as
known by an IEEE manager / AHD.

configcommunicationchannel

The communication channel between AHD and
WAN Device shall be aligned with that used for
other use cases in the Continua guidelines.
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Appendix G: Standard LwM2M device management
objects
Table 19 Standard LwM2M device management objects

Object Name

ID

Description

0

Multiple
Instances
Yes

LWM2M
Security

LWM2M Server

1

Yes

This LWM2M objects provides the data related to a LWM2M server.

Access Control

2

Yes

Access Control Object is used to check whether the LWM2M Server has access
right for performing an operation.

Device

3

No

This LWM2M Object provides a range of device related information which can
be queried by the LWM2M Server, and a device reboot and factory reset
function.

Connectivity
Monitoring

4

No

This LWM2M objects enables monitoring of parameters related to network
connectivity.

Firmware

5

No

This Object includes installing firmware package, updating firmware, and
performing actions after updating firmware.

Location

6

No

The GPS location of the device.

Connectivity
Statistics

7

No

This LWM2M Objects enables client to collect statistical information and
enables the LWM2M Server to retrieve these information, set the collection
duration and reset the statistical parameters.

This LWM2M Object provides the keying material of a LWM2M Client
appropriate to access a specified LWM2M Server.
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Appendix H: LeShan Version M7 implementation
mapping to LwM2M
Table 20 LeShan M7 implementation of LwM2M [64]

LwM2M

LeShan implementation version M7

1.

Bootstrap

not yet fully implemented

2.

Client Registration

a.

Register operation

b.

Deregister

implemented only with UDP Transport
Binding Mode
implemented

c.

Update operation

implemented

3. Device Management and Service Enablement
a.

Read

implemented

b.

Discover

not implemented

c.

Write

implemented

d. Write attributes ( LWM2M Object
Attributes)
e. Execute

not implemented

f.

implemented

Create

implemented

4. Information Reporting
a.

Observe

not fully implemented at client side

b.

Notify

not fully implemented at client side

c.

Cancel Observation

implemented
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